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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes an automated method for segregating and counting the different colored pencils by non-contact method. The proposed work is carried out in LabVIEW platform based on the image processing techniques. This work consists of two parts, firstly classification of pencils and secondly counting the number of pencils. The proposed work is implemented on a conveyor running continuously, at a defined speed done without halting the conveyor. The images acquired using camera are processed using support vector machine to classify pencils based on color, and a counting algorithm is incorporated to find the specific number of each colored pencils. Results on testing showed the successful achievement of set objectives.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pencils are used by almost everyone, making the industry manufacturing pencils to expand production continuously. Pencil industry though a very old and sustained industry has undergone very less progress, as very less innovations has reported on the product pencil. Pencil industry produces variety of pencils with different colors, shape, and etc. in a very large number. Automatic analysis of pencils in a pencil industry is a challenging and most essential task because of its massive production.

Several, researchers have reported works on segregation, and classifications. Detection of the defective packaging of tins of cigarettes using image processing and morphological operations by identifying the individual cigarettes and a paper spoon in the packaging is reported in [1]. A fully automated image processing technique is proposed in [2] to improve measurement of suspended particles and flocs by removing out of focus flocs. In [3], some of the main tools and techniques used in the field of automatic counting of objects in digital images are discussed. A LabVIEW controlled image acquisition system is developed in [4] for automated, dynamic pupillometry and blink detection based on fire wire digital camera. Classification of the heterogeneous classes present in the hyper spectral image using a spatial classification technique incorporating a novel feature derivation method is proposed in [5]. In [6], an image segmentation technique using moment based K-Means algorithm is proposed to identify ripe tomatoes. An image processing algorithm is developed in [7] to discriminate bark from wood chips. In [8], a new method of counting total and filled spikelets simultaneously based on automatic discrimination of filled and unfilled spikelets based on bi-modal imaging is proposed.

In [9], a comparative analysis of different methods of image segmentation, namely fuzzy c-means, k-means, marker controlled watershed segmentation and region growing is reported for tumor area extraction in digital mammograms.

In [10], a methodology which provides a fast inspection of defective objects and generates a real time motion trajectory for processing conveyed objects is discussed. A multi-target tracking method is proposed in [11] which is based on adaptive motion models for counting the number of flowers in a rotating plant. In [12], gradient descent method for segmentation of retinal images of a bird is reported. In [13], a scene segmentation and pedestrian classification system using a 3-D range camera is presented. Performance analysis of matching and classification of images based on wavelet energy features for object shape recognition from tactile images is presented in [14]. Microstructure image analysis and quantification by investigating the performance of segmentation methods for automatic quantification of material phases of cast iron is reported in [15]. In [16], a technique that employs support vector machines and Gaussian mixture densities to create a generative/discriminative object classification using local image features is presented. New image descriptors that integrate color, texture, shape and wavelets for object and scene image classification are presented in [17]. In [18], an algorithm for counting frozen semen straws using image processing is proposed. An algorithm to distinguish bicycles from pedestrians to count their traffic in traffic scene using a vision based system is developed in [19]. Vehicle detection and counting system using image processing is developed in [20]. In [21], human ear detection using edge detection and template matching methods are discussed.

It is seen from the reported works [1-21], that image processing is widely used in automation of process industries. Inline to the reported works the paper proposes the use of image processing in automation of pencil industry for segregation and quantitative measurement. The proposed work utilizes the support vector machine model for classification of pencil based on the color and carryout the quantitative analysis of each color of pencils. The complete process is carried online and is a non-contact process, thus achieving automation without interruption to the production line.

The paper is organized as follows: After introduction in Section 1, a discussion on experimental setup for implementation of the proposed work is done in Section 2. Section 3 discusses the associated problem. Section 4 deals with the proposed solution. Results and analysis are given in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 discusses the conclusion.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The process setup consists of a conveyor belt on which the pencils are moving with a constant speed as shown in Figure.

The conveyor belt is operated at a speed of 0.6m/s, making
a rate of 10 pencils per second. The speed of the speed motor is controlled by the user from the front panel window of the proposed LabVIEW program.

![Fig 1: Conveyor system of proposed system](image)

The pencils before being packed need to be checked and segregated based on the color. Production line runs at a high speed making it essential for the proposed process of segregation to carry out without reducing the production line speed.

Once the pencils are segregated it is packed in separate packs. In this paper, a technique is proposed using image processing algorithms for segregation and pencil counting.

Automation in the production line is a very essential activity of a process industry. The process of automation is also used in quality check of the produced product, but quantitative measurement is also an essential and important activity.

### 3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

To achieve the objectives of the proposed work it is required to choose a non-contact method for segregation of pencils, and quantitative measurement of pencils. To achieve the proposed objective following steps are involved.

- a. Capture image of the pencil from the production line.
- b. Apply image processing technique to analyze the image and identify the color of the pencil.
- c. A technique is used to segregate the pencils based on color.

### 4. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Having obtained the image of conveyor belt on which the pencils are moving it is processed to identify the color of pencils. Once the segregation of pencils are made based on the color of the pencils, it is subjected to quantitative analysis to count the number of color pencils and check whether the number of pencils in the packets is equal to the desired number. LabVIEW platform is used to carry out the proposed solution.

The whole process is divided into three stages

- a. Pencil color identification
- b. Segregation
- c. Quantitative analysis

### 4.1 Pencil color identification

The color of pencils which are moving on the conveyor needs to be first identified. For identification of color the following process are incorporated

- i. Selection of region of interest
- ii. Edge detection
- iii. Identification of color

#### 4.1.1 Region of Interest

Rectangular type of ROI with coordinate values for left, top, right, bottom is created from the entire image. Also we can use different types of ROI like point, line, oval, annulus etc. The inspection will automatically pass if measurements necessary to determine the ROI are available and the coordinates of the ROI are valid. ROI is drawn on top of an image using the operation ImageGenerateROIMask [22], [23].

![Fig 2: ROI of proposed work](image)

#### 4.1.2 Edge detection

Edge detection refers to the process of identifying and locating sharp discontinuities in an image. The discontinuities are abrupt changes in pixel intensity which characterize boundaries of objects in a scene. Classical methods of edge detection involve convolving the image with an operator (a 2-D filter), which is constructed to be sensitive to large gradients in the image while returning values of zero in uniform regions [23-26].

![Fig 3: Identification of edge](image)

#### 4.1.3 Identification of color

Having obtained the region where the color detection should be carried out the edge detection algorithm is used to identify the borders of lead. Then it is subjected to the identification of color block. The identification of color block is designed to perform the following actions:
a. Create a normalized histogram with N-bin of Hue components
b. Train the support vector machine with the available color histogram, to identify the color of the actual pencil.

4.1.3.1 Normalized histogram

H-component is used to create the histogram of the image. The image is converted into N vectors of two dimensions which are the bin position and its corresponding normalized frequency. The normalized frequency is performed in order to make the approach independent of the size of the input image.

This results in the total dimension of the input vector to be 4: bin position, frequency, first derivative of frequency, second derivative of frequency. Adding the latter two dimensions to the vector makes it more characteristic to a particular color group of images [27], [28].

4.1.3.2 Training of SVM

Support vector machine model is used to identify color of pencil by mapping histogram of unknown image to the known value. SVM model should be trained to carry out the proposed task [28-31].

Considering a set of training data about image input and output: \( \{ x_i, y_i \}, i = 1, \ldots, n \), where \( x_i \) is input parameter SVM (i.e. Normalized histogram value of the image whose color should be identified). \( y_i \) is target output parameter of SVM (i.e. target output of proposed technique which is the histogram of images whose color is already known). The regression function based on LSSVM is denoted as in (1).

\[
f(x) = \omega \cdot \Phi(x) + b \quad (1)
\]

Where:

\( f(x) \) – target output function \( (y_i) \)
\( \Phi(x) \) – input function \( (x_i) \)

Where \( \omega, \Phi(x) \) is the inner product of \( \omega \) and \( \Phi(x) \), \( \omega \) is the vector in high-dimensional space. \( b \) is the bias. First, the model should be trained to get the corresponding parameters of the calibration model, such as kernel function, chastisement parameter and error bias \( c \) and so on. Second, the calibration model should make use of the training sampling data to obtain the values of \( \omega \) and \( b \). If the output error is satisfied, the training ends. Otherwise the calibration model parameters should be adjusted according to the error. Finally, the verifying sampling data should be used to verify the calibration model to determine the parameters of the calibration model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Summary of SVM model proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PARAMETERS OF THE SVM MODEL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projection algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o/p dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input optimization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Segregation

Once the color of the image is identified, segregation of pencils is to be done. For segregation in the proposed work three solenoid trigger guns are used. Based on a particular pencil color, respective trigger is initialized to trigger the pencil out of the conveyor.

The conveyor belt consist of three trigger guns of different tension levels so as to shoot the pencils to different conveyors running in parallel, which carry 3 different colors yellow, green and blue respectively. (But in the proposed laboratory we have placed three basket. Since, it was not economical to fabricate three conveyors in laboratory). Pink color pencil will run on the main conveyor, thus we require only three triggers. The distance between the camera and the trigger guns are fixed. Since the speed of the conveyor is controlled by the program based on user inputs, the time required for a pencil to travel from camera to trigger gun can be computed. Once the program identifies the color of the pencil, respective trigger gun is initialized to trigger so as to move the pencil to its respective conveyor. In the proposed model, only four color pencils are considered so we use three trigger guns. This can be increased or decreased based on the application.

4.3 Quantitative analysis

The proposed technique also calculates the number of pencils of each color. Once the color of pencil is identified a counter is incremented to count each color pencil respectively. We conducted test for 4 colors, count of each color pencil will be displayed on the front panel as shown in Figure 5 to Figure 8.

4.4 Implementation

To implement the proposed work, LabVIEW platform is used for programming. The front panel of LabVIEW [30, 31] program is as shown in Figure 4. The front panel consists of image window which shows the image on which segregation analysis is to be applied. Four numerical indicators are place to indicate the number of pencils of each color. A push button is placed for manually stopping entire process. A numerical control is present to vary the speed of conveyor. A GUI is created on the front panel to show the result of the proposed classification program using a circular bulb on the conveyor.

The bulb indicates the color of the identified pencil color. To indicate the action of segregation, three LED indicators are placed to indicate the three trigger guns. These LED’s glow as the respective trigger gun is triggered.

Fig 4: Front panel of proposed technique.
242 samples of green, and 201 samples of blue color pencils were used for testing and the proposed technique successfully identified the color of 884 samples out of tested 900 samples accurately. The proposed technique identified the 900 samples as 223 yellow, 242 pink, 240 green, and 195 blue color pencils. The results obtained for different instances are shown in Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8 respectively.

**Fig 5: Result as seen on front panel for yellow pencil**

Figure 5 shows the result for 188 pencils out of which 58 pink, 52 yellow, 32 green and 46 blue color pencils are identified and also shows at that instance it is identifying a yellow color pencil thus enabling trigger T1.

**Fig 6: Result as seen on front panel for pink pencil**

Figure 6 shows the result for 322 pencils out of which 123 pink, 63 yellow, 58 green and 78 blue color pencils are identified and also shows at that instance it is identifying a pink color pencil thus all the triggers are disabled.

**Fig 7: Result as seen on front panel for green pencil**

Figure 7 shows the result for 563 pencils out of which 145 pink, 143 yellow, 122 green and 153 blue color pencils are identified and also shows at that instance it is identifying a green color pencil thus enabling the trigger T2.

**Fig 8: Result as seen on front panel for blue pencil**

Figure 8 shows the result for 668 pencils out of which 168 pink, 172 yellow, 160 green and 168 blue color pencils are identified and also shows at that instance it is identifying a blue color pencil thus enabling the trigger T3. From the results obtained, it is clear that the proposed technique has achieved the proposed objectives satisfactorily.

6. CONCLUSION

An automated technique for classification and segregation of pencils based on color is reported in this paper using image processing techniques. The images once acquired are subjected to edge detection, histogram normalization for the classification of color pencils using support vector machine algorithms. Finally, on identifying the color of pencil, segregation of pencils is done using three trigger guns placed near the conveyor. Results of the proposed technique for test cases showed the successful implementation of the work with an accuracy of 98.22%.

Since the entire processing is carried on software, upgradation and modification for carrying the proposed task on similar FMCG products can be implemented easily. Efficiency of the technique can be improved in future. The work can also be extended for some more colors and also for other patterns.
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